Name: __________________________
Please fix:

Score: ______________
Daily Language

Use the editing marks to
fix the sentence.
Rewrite it correctly.

colin samuel and marty is take a vacasion in montana this weak said jane

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Please circle the verb(s) and underline the adverb(s) in the sentence.

Their plane flew west from Minnesota to get them there.

Please circle the adjectives in the sentence.

The three men were amazed at the picturesque mountains and clear lakes in Montana.

Please circle the correct word choice.

( They’re Their There ) drive along the Going-to-the-Sun Road was breathtaking!

Please circle the pronouns in the sentence.

It took them about four hours to complete the drive and they just loved it!

Please write each root word on the line.

rescheduled _____________ amazing _______________ conclusions ________________

Please add “ed” to the words. Rewrite each word with its added suffix.

hike __________________ hurry ____________________ climb __________________
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Name: __________________________
Please fix:

Score: ______________

Use the editing marks to
fix the sentence.
Rewrite it correctly.

Daily Language

anita ask jane where are going-to-the-sun road why does it has that name

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Please circle the verb(s) and underline the helping verb.

Someone had borrowed the name from nearby Going-to-the-Sun Mountain.

Please circle the common nouns and underline the proper nouns in this sentence.

“Does this Montana road have pretty scenery?” asked Benjamin.

Please circle the pronouns in the sentence.

“They told me that it is the most beautiful drive they have ever taken!” said Jane.

Would you like to drive the Going-to-the-Sun Road? Why or why not?

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
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Name: __________________________
Please fix:

Score: ______________

Use the editing marks to
fix the sentence.
Rewrite it correctly.

Daily Language

bess m jones she just get a job working at macys in the paradise valley mall

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Please circle the word in this sentence that is a homophone. Write its homophone.
She begins her work week on Tuesday instead of Monday.

_____________

Please underline the simple subject in each sentence.


The department store gives her a discount on her purchases.



On her breaks, she loves to visit the other departments in the store.

Please circle the correct word choice for each sentence.


Bess likes to put the ( tags tag’s ) on the dresses in her department.



She noticed that the red ( dresses dress’s ) tag was priced incorrectly.

Please write a thought provoking question about this picture. Then, answer your question.

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
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Name: __________________________

Score: ______________

Use the editing marks to
fix the sentence.
Rewrite it correctly.

Daily Language

Please fix:

pamelas hometown border the state of new mexico she ofen travel their

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Please divide each word into syllables. Example: re●mem●ber
border ________________

traveling ___________________

interstate _______________________

Please circle the correct word choice.
( There They’re Their ) are some interesting places to visit just across the border.

Please circle the compound words in this sentence.
She likes to leave her hometown and go somewhere else nearly every weekend.

Please indicate whether each sentence is complete, run-on or a fragment.
When the days are clear she loves.

________________________

Visiting new places is fun she likes to take her time when she travels.

________________________

Today she will drive to a small town called Buckhorn.

________________________

However, the high winds caused her.

________________________

ABC Order:
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tour

travel

tourist

traveling

traveler
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Name: __________________________
Please fix:

Score: ______________

Use the editing marks to
fix the sentence.
Rewrite it correctly.

Daily Language

mrs ellen t bower hear the scream off the fire engines roar passed Her home

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Please circle the prepositional phrase(s) in the sentence.

She ran into the street to see where the fire trucks were going.

Please circle the adjectives in the sentence.

The speeding trucks raced toward a burning house at the end of her street.

Please circle the correct word choice.

“I hope that no one ( is are ) inside that burning house,” she said.

Please circle the proper nouns and underline the common nouns in the sentence.

Her neighbors, Mr. and Mrs. Green, rushed out from their house.

Please circle the adverb. Then indicate whether it tells how, when, or where.

Without thinking, they ran toward the burning house.

Please circle the words that have a suffix.

They were pleased to learn that the firemen were controlling the blaze.
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